
This document contains more info on our brand and important guidelines for a
successful affiliate-based partnership. Please read carefully. Feel free to reach
out at affiliate@getcheex.com for any questions or doubts. 

CHEEX offers a safe space for sexual entertainment and education. We create a progressive and inclusive
approach to pornography, where people of all sexual orientations and identities can enjoy content that is
inspiring, explanatory and helps them on their individual path to sexual liberation. With a focus on inclusivity
and diversity, CHEEX is a membership based platform that comprises authentic adult films, erotic audio
stories, live workshops, and a taboo-breaking magazine.

INSTAGRAM
WEBSITE

A Fair & Aesthetic Porn Revolution with CHEEX
CHEEX wants to provide pleasure for everyone. With CHEEX we can show you real porn as it should be: with real couples,
authentic performers and through romantic erotic movies. CHEEX presents real sex exactly as it is: loving, hot, kinky and
diverse. A variety of sex practices are presented in our categories: Group sex, oral sex, solo sex, queer sex, anal sex,
masturbation with real orgasms depicted. 

All contents available on the CHEEX platform are produced responsibly. We only show performers above the age of
eighteen and choose our partners carefully. We are aware of our responsibility regarding porn consumption, stories are
meant to stimulate our own fantasies and should not become a necessity for satisfaction.

Stream Porn Legally & Safely
CHEEX guarantees a safe porn experience, ad-free, virus-free and which is completely legal. CHEEX comes without
intrusive personal ads, grungy pop-ups and unwanted ads. CHEEX does not share any data with third parties or track
individual user behaviour. All sensitive data is safe with us: both from the user and performer’s sides. Legal porn is still not a
standard nowadays, at CHEEX we only collaborate with trustworthy partners, sustainable and fair productions with correct
and ethical standards.

Sexual Entertainment & Education
A fulfilling sex life requires the right knowledge about body and health. CHEEX helps you with its exciting sex tutorials and
live workshops which will expand and broaden your sexual horizons, increase and intensify your pleasure. In our magazine
you will find the best tips for better sex and masturbation: sex positions, sex and love toy recommendations, BDSM and
bondage techniques. Through our CHEEX Workshops you’ll get the chance to learn hands-on tricks from our sex experts
that will make your sex life better. Additionally, we feature interviews and portraits of people in the sex industry, including
sex workers such as porn performers and escorts.
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Yearly
€/$/£118.80 per year
(basically €/$/£9.90 per month, billed yearly)

Monthly
€/$/£14.90 per month
(pay monthly, no minimum subscription period)

CHEEX Categories
With the CHEEX membership you get access to erotic films (Watch), erotic audio stories (Listen), bi-weekly live educational
workshops with experts (Workshops) and to our online magazine (Learn). Find below details for every category:

CHEEX Subscription Plans & Pricing
Our subscription costs:

Our online magazine can be accessed for free by everyone - our movies,
audio stories and workshops are only available to members.

Our deliciously diverse collection of erotic films explores every mood and fantasy. With over
25 categories like kink or real couple to choose from, CHEEX members can always find
inspiration from our wide selection of high quality porn. Celebrating all bodies and sexual
identities, our films are carefully curated to reflect ethical, fair and legal standards. And with
unlimited streaming, CHEEX users enjoy content without ads or pop ups.

CHEEX Audio offers a new kind of adult entertainment and wellness for everyone. Let your
imagination take center stage with our sexy audiobooks, meditative journeys, educational
guides, solo sessions and more. Seamlessly produced with authentic sounds of pleasure,
professional sound design and diverse voice talent – let us tempt your senses or relax your
mind and body anytime, anywhere you desire/choose/need.

Welcome to sex education on a whole new level. With access to our live workshops, tutorials
and online magazine, CHEEX offers a safe space to get your sexual agency on. Learn from
industry experts, coaches and journalists who deep dive into all things sex and intimacy. With
topics ranging from Body Activism to How to Deepthroat, get curious and create a more
fulfilling sex life.



A new customer starts a monthly subscription using your affiliate link
A new customer starts a yearly subscription straight away using your affiliate link 
A new customer does not cancel during the 7-day free trial and eventually pays for a yearly subscription, after using
your code and link

Your Affiliate Code
With your personalized affiliate code, your community can get access to CHEEX for 7-day free without any obligations
when choosing our yearly subscription (it doesn’t work on the monthly subscription). 

Cancellation or switch to the monthly subscription is possible during this trial period. At the end of the 7-day free trial,
customers will be billed for the yearly subscription. The offer is valid for new customers only.

How Can You Earn Commissions?
You will receive your commission if:

For every new monthly subscription started through your link, you will get a commission of €/$/£6,50

For every new yearly subscription started through your link, you will get a commission of €/$/£50,00

For every new customer that starts a yearly subscription after the 7-day free trial (after using your code and link) you will
get a commission of €/$/£50,00

How to Talk About CHEEX & What to Talk About?
You can find general brand information in the first section of this document. 
For further information on our core values, you can read these articles:

https://getcheex.com/safe-porn/
https://getcheex.com/what-exactly-is-female-friendly-porn/
https://getcheex.com/lets-make-all-porn-ethical-porn/

Read the “Tips and Steps for Affiliates” in the Briefing section of your profile, for ideas and tips on how to talk about CHEEX.

You can also check out these articles:
https://getcheex.com/the-ethos-of-ethical-porn/
https://getcheex.com/the-benefits-of-watching-porn-relationship/
https://getcheex.com/ethical-porn-is-not-a-genre/
https://getcheex.com/why-you-should-pay-for-your-porn/

The best way to truly connect with CHEEX is by being a CHEEX user, so if you don’t have access to CHEEX yet, send an email
to affiliate@getcheex.com and we will create a free account for you.
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Mention our brand name CHEEX (written in capital letters), pronounced like the word ‘cheeks’
If social media is your main channel, link to our social media profiles: @getcheex (IG), @getcheex (TikTok)
If you’re communicating the code, please make sure all of the below info is mentioned, for clarity:

Do not mention CHEEX in conjunction with other sexual wellness/porn platforms
If using social media content, please censor these words: porn, sexual, sex, sexuality, erotic (p0rn, s3csual, s3x,
s3csuality, er0tic)
Compliance with the advertising labeling requirement (“affiliate link”)

Minimum requirements for your content

1.   The code only applies when picking the yearly subscription option
2.   The offer is valid for new customers
3.   You can cancel or switch to the monthly subscription option anytime during the trial period. 


